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Super Fun Facts for Amazing Kids 2024-04-20 over 1500 amazing fun facts based
on studies with many spectacular illustrations get your kids off the screen and
have hours of family fun with entertaining facts did you know a crazy thing you
can make with a grapefruit that most people don t know or did you know there s
an over 400 mph storm somewhere from space to dinosaurs animals cars plants
sports food history even toilets this book covers 55 chapters full of fun facts
about almost everything why this book is a great gift for kids and for you only
by reading this 1 book your kids and you will have 1500 fun facts to share
everyday kids can keep reading with illustrations and 1 2 summarized short
sentences makes your kid the smartest in the classroom by growing valuable life
skills like reading memory retention critical thinking through having fun with
challenging yet amazing facts no more running out of things to say during
school or family hours build social skills by sharing and talking about the
facts here s a sneak peak of what you ll find in this book a vehicle that can
outpower 64 elephants 3 airplanes that can appear from anywhere in the ocean
but how poisons in nature you want to avoid the nature s roar you can hear a
town away a turkey guy in the old past who tried to fly the sky with a reckless
method hotels of the world built in peculiar locations you won t imagine a
marvel of india s megacities lunch boxes yuck yet interesting facts about
toilets and microbes you can t stop reading the danger that about 1 in 20
people could face anytime the outcome of 25 million lightning strikes each year
why we must thank hummingbirds bees and butterflies a peculiar thing the cia
tried to use for spying which is more likely becoming a jaws actor or being
attacked by a real shark with the depth and breadth of the encyclopedia there s
no more friends or kids reactions of i already know that or i m not interested
start telling these fascinating facts to your classmates or family with
confidence to get their reaction and before you know it you will be the most
fun and interesting person everybody wants to talk to so what are you waiting
for click buy botton at the top of the page today get this captivating factopia
book and start reading the amazing facts with your kids and friends
1500 Fascinating Facts 1983 where can you find a waterfall that flows upward
what do the numbers on your social security card mean find out in this
entertaining collection of provocative facts on everything from higher
mathematics to hot dogs 300 photos and illustrations
2201 Fascinating Facts 1983 finalist from 2017 the wishing shelf book awards my
aim was to create a compilation of facts suitable for children this book will
entice them into reading and learning new stuff while having fun i created the
popular trivia website raiseyourbrain and wrote two trivia books so far as i
was new to writing for kids my son pavel aged 8 helped me very much he reads a
lot and really loves learning new things every day pavel proudly illustrated
the book and helped me to handpick and order the facts the book contains 600
pieces of trivia and is covering topics that kids love cute animals and human
body the lack of explicit sexuality foul language or gore makes it a good read
for anyone in the age range 8 18 years and their parents too a life hack if
your child is not an avid reader when you are preparing his her lunch box slip
inside a couple of those facts you could print out three facts every day to
create some lunchtime fun for your kids and provoke their intellectual
curiosity
Fascinating Facts for the Whole Family 2017-11-14 the information here is
fabulous and so appealing because of the i bet you didn t know spirit in all of
us who like to stump our friends and savor the interesting information for
ourselves constance lloyd general manager cbs radio news
The All-Time Book of Fascinating Facts 2016-05-01 in a question and answer
format this book gives unusual facts on animals names phrases laws people and
nature
Fascinating Facts & Curious Questions 2006-07 join professor prodigy and embark
on a thrilling quest for knowledge with this ultimate compendium of random
facts for kids do you want to spark your child s natural curiosity and help
them discover astonishing facts about history science animals more are you
searching for a mind blowing collection of fun tidbits and trivia then this
book is for you jam packed with a whopping 1001 fantastic facts for boys girls
ages 8 12 this amazing book invites you to join seasoned explorer professor



prodigy on a miraculous quest for knowledge that will take you to outer space
back in time to the prehistoric era and to every corner of the globe from the
smallest atoms to the biggest dinosaurs you ll embark on an immersive adventure
to find loads of interesting science and history facts for kids that will
expand your brain and impress your friends with the turn of every page you ll
find hilarious historical tidbits amazing animals with remarkable superpowers
freaky fungus ancient civilizations surprising science and unforgettable
details about our planet as a great teaching tool or classroom resource for
parents and educators who want to raise smart and curious kids this book is a
treasure trove of informative insights that are guaranteed to inspire children
with a passion for reading and knowledge here s just a little of what you ll
discover inside unearth an incredible 1001 weird wacky mind blowing facts about
science biology beyond take a trip back in time to the dinosaurs to identify
the megafauna megaflora that once dominated our planet descend into the deepest
oceans trek through exotic jungles to find some of nature s strangest
inhabitants launch your rocket into outer space learn the secrets of planets
galaxies the tiniest atoms stumble upon accidental discoveries inventions that
revolutionized the way we live and so much more with 99 trivia questions for
kids to test their knowledge along with a bonus certificate of completion
fascinating facts for curious kids is a must read for young adventurers budding
scientists and inquisitive learners are you ready to join professor prodigy on
his marvelous quest for knowledge then scroll up and grab your copy today to
dive in
Fascinating Facts For Curious Kids 2024-03 100 interesting facts about the
titanic for ages 8 to 12 invite kids to step back in time with this big book of
facts about the titanic unlike other titanic books for kids titanic q a reveals
tons of little known details about the maiden voyage of this doomed ship that
struck an iceberg in 1912 from what it cost to be built to why it went down so
quickly this fascinating book answers all of kids burning questions about the
titanic its crew its cargo its passengers and beyond a titanic timeline delve
into a huge range of information covering the time from the ship s construction
and launch to its final disastrous moments true facts kids can test their
knowledge on interesting titanic topics with true or false questions and plenty
of mythbusting facts hours of exploration engaging content and a colorful fact
packed layout will keep children entertained for hours discover an incredible
story from the past with this extraordinary choice in titanic books for kids
2500 Fascinating Facts 1995 the great fact adventure explore imagine learn 1
000 fascinating facts for smart kids is a vibrant and intellectually
stimulating journey designed to captivate the young and inquisitive mind this
comprehensive tome serves as a beacon of knowledge illuminating the path to a
deeper understanding of the world through a meticulously curated collection of
facts that span a wide array of subjects each page is a testament to the
wonders of our universe crafted to not only educate but to inspire a lifelong
passion for learning with its full color pages and numerous illustrations the
book is a visual feast facilitating the absorption of knowledge through
engaging and thought provoking visuals key features of this enlightening volume
include a kaleidoscope of topics covering everything from the mysteries of
outer space to the depths of the ocean historical milestones cutting edge
technology and beyond this book ensures that every area of interest is touched
upon providing a holistic educational experience cognitive development beyond
mere facts the book is designed to develop critical thinking and analytical
skills encouraging readers to ask questions make connections and seek out more
information inspiration for exploration each fact is carefully chosen not only
for its intrinsic interest but also for its potential to spark further inquiry
and exploration fostering a love of learning that extends far beyond the pages
of the book 1 000 fascinating facts for smart kids is more than just a book it
s a comprehensive educational tool it s designed to be accessible enough for
young readers to delve into independently yet rich in content to facilitate
shared reading experiences the layout is intuitive with facts organized in a
manner that allows for both linear reading and random browsing making it a
perfect resource for both structured learning and spontaneous discovery in
crafting this book the author has gone to great lengths to ensure accuracy and



relevance consulting with experts across various fields to ensure that each
fact is not only interesting but also factually correct and up to date this
dedication to quality makes the book a reliable resource for curious minds
eager to understand the world around them 1 000 fascinating facts for smart
kids stands as an indispensable resource for children who are eager to learn
about the world in all its complexity and wonder it is a tool that nurtures
curiosity fuels imagination and instills a love of learning that will last a
lifetime this book is not just an educational journey it s an adventure into
the heart of knowledge itself designed to inspire and educate the next
generation of thinkers innovators and leaders visit effortlessmath com for more
amazing books
Titanic Q&A 2020-09-08 the moon 60 fascinating facts for kids about the moon
the moon is our nearest neighbor in the solar system and has fascinated mankind
for thousands of years carl johnson brings you 60 fun facts about the moon such
as how it came into being and why it seems to change shape as it travels across
the sky he explains the effect the moon has on our planet and tells the story
of how man eventually came to walk on the surface of the moon going through a
complete science book can sometimes be daunting for a young person but carl
johnson brings you facts about the moon in 60 easy to understand segments we
hope that that you will be fascinated by the facts about the moon in this book
and that you will be encouraged to discover more about our closest neighbor in
space
1,000 Fascinating Facts for Smart Kids 2024-02-28 a collection of unusual and
unfamiliar facts about people places and things from all over the world
Fascinating Facts about Everyday Things 1987 interesting facts for curious
minds book for kids teens and adults unlock the universe s secrets and expand
your knowledge with interesting facts for curious minds the ultimate book for
smart kids hungry for mind blowing trivia packed with 1320 random yet amazing
facts this engaging read explores the wonders of space the intricacies of the
world of games mind blowing math fascinating facts about animals the mysteries
of earth the wonders of the human body the miracles of science and everything
in between dive into the cosmos and discover amazing facts about distant
galaxies black holes and the birth of stars challenge your intellect with mind
bending math puzzles and unlock the secrets behind your favorite games explore
the animal kingdom and discover amazing truths about creatures great and small
from the depths of the ocean to the heights of the sky travel the earth s
diverse landscapes and learn about its remarkable phenomena but that s not all
explore the inner workings of the human body from the complex systems that keep
you alive to the extraordinary capabilities of the brain embark on a scientific
adventure and witness groundbreaking discoveries that will leave you in awe
perfect for budding scientists aspiring mathematicians and curious minds of all
ages interesting facts for curious minds is an essential companion for anyone
who loves to explore learn and be amazed prepare to be amazed by the incredible
wonders of our world the book consists of 21 chapters that present facts on
various topics chapter 1 amazing animal abilities chapter 2 marvelous marine
life chapter 3 unbelievable space facts chapter 4 wonders of the human body
chapter 5 unusual inventions chapter 6 peculiar plant world chapter 7 ancient
civilizations and mysteries chapter 8 superheroes of the animal kingdom chapter
9 bizarre world records chapter 10 remarkable feats of engineering chapter 11
spectacular natural phenomena chapter 12 legendary mythical creatures chapter
13 curious cultural traditions chapter 14 fun with numbers and math tricks
chapter 15 dinosaur discoveries and amazing weather wonders chapter 16 mind
blowing optical illusions famous explorers and adventurers chapter 17 exciting
and interesting facts from the gaming world chapter 18 strange inventions
chapter 19 amazing adventures with art chapter 20 terrific transportation tales
chapter 21 bitcoin interesting facts discover a world of fascinating knowledge
and spark curiosity with interesting facts for curious minds the perfect book
to ignite young imaginations
Amazing Facts Over 700 Fascinating Facts 1996-12-01 spark curiosity and ignite
a love of learning with super interesting facts for smart kids does your child
devour knowledge and crave fun facts look no further than super interesting
facts for smart kids packed with 1000 mind blowing facts about science animals



sports and everything in between this book is guaranteed to quench their thirst
for knowledge and leave them amazed 1000 facts to impress from space
exploration to the animal kingdom this comprehensive book covers a vast range
of topics ensuring endless entertainment and learning random and exciting
forget boring textbooks this collection features unexpected and fascinating
facts that will spark their imagination and have them begging for more fuel a
passion for learning by igniting their curiosity with surprising information
this book sets the stage for a lifelong love of learning perfect for young
learners divided into clear and engaging chapters this book is accessible for
curious kids and fosters a love for reading super interesting facts for smart
kids is the ultimate boredom buster and a fantastic resource for parents and
educators alike watch their faces light up as they discover the incredible
world around them and maybe even learn a thing or two yourself
The Book of Fascinating Facts 1997-11-25 the new york times best selling
authors of the qi series return with a fourth collection of mind bending trivia
the new york times best selling authors of the quite interesting series have
made you see sideways knocked your socks off and left your jaw on the floor now
john lloyd john mitchinson and james harkin are back to offer even more 1 234
to be exact shocking enlightening downright fun facts that will leave you
speechless and pantomiming for more did you know the big bang was not as loud
as a motörhead concert abraham lincoln was a licensed bartender according to
the company that created her hello kitty isn t a cat albert einstein s eyeballs
are in a safety deposit box in new york mcdonald s once created bubble gum
flavored broccoli it is impossible to hum and whisper at the same time
convinced it s all hogwash visit qi com us1234 for proof of the veracity of
every fact want more check out 1 411 quite interesting facts to knock you
sideways 1 339 quite interesting facts to make your jaw drop and 1 227 quite
interesting facts to blow your socks off
The Moon: 60 Fascinating Facts for Kids 2017-08-05 feed your child s thirst for
knowledge and give them the gift of lifelong learning all wrapped up in fun is
why one of your child s favorite words have you ever been stumped for an answer
when they ask you why birds don t fall out of the sky or how insects can crawl
up walls children are experts at asking us the trickiest of questions and there
s a good reason for that they have an innate desire to learn about the world
around them their brains are growing and developing and every new nugget of
information helps them along that journey the human brain thirsts for logic
patterns and facts and when children are young they re slurping up all that
information to develop their understanding of the world and that s why kids
love and remember the facts we don t even think to wonder about there s nothing
more delicious to a child than a strange fact about the animal world or a new
word their friends don t know in fact once children are out of the endless why
stage of toddlerhood most parents are graced with a rush of did you know
statements if there s one thing kids love as much as finding out new facts it s
telling other people about them soon you re learning as much from your children
as they learn from you so if you re looking for a new way to feed that hungry
little brain a treasure trove of exciting and unusual facts is exactly what you
need in did you know fun facts for kids you ll find page after page of
fascinating facts you ll discover an addictive collection of little known facts
to satisfy hungry young minds and you won t be able to resist them either the
most surprising facts about the natural world to feed the mini david
attenborough in your child completely true but utterly bizarre facts including
the animals who ve delivered pizza and what happens to a goldfish when you turn
the lights off delicious nuggets of information that will make your child
hungry for even more knowledge the facts they won t learn in school and you don
t know to teach them a fun and easy way to encourage a mindset of lifelong
learning and a desire to question the world around them and much more if you
want to encourage your child s hunger for knowledge fostering a love of
schoolwork isn t the only way in fact to really encourage them to question
challenge and learn for life they ll need something more than that give them
the keys to information and make it fun and they ll develop the skills they
need to seek it out for the rest of their lives if you want a fun way to feed
your child s thirst for knowledge then scroll up and click add to cart right



now
The Curious Book 1976 explore japan with this fun and educational book
exploring japan fascinating facts for young learners is a great way to
introduce children to this incredible country s diverse culture and beauty from
landmarks to wildlife this book is full of fascinating facts and beautiful
illustrations about japan that will keep young minds engaged and entertained
perfect for young history and geography enthusiasts this book is full of
interesting facts that will captivate and inspire young readers with exploring
japan every young reader will learn something new about this ancient magical
country
1500 Fascinating Facts 1988 science and history nature and habitat the past and
the future the possible and the seemingly impossible all merge together in this
fascinating fact book about india and its wonders
Interesting Facts For Curious Minds Book For Kids 2024-02-21 as the title
suggests the huge book of fascinating facts contains a huge list of fascinating
and interesting facts about the world that we live in the facts range from the
craziest events to the funniest people the huge book of fascinating facts is
packed with interesting entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll
get everything from the weird to the wonderful and from the horrible to the
hilarious facts such as the ipiutak people were skilled hunters and gatherers
relying on marine resources such as seals walruses and fish african penguins
have a lifespan of about 10 15 years in the wild although some individuals have
been known to live into their 20s
The Super Interesting Facts For Smart Kids 2024-03-28 stonehenge is one of the
oldest and most famous monuments in the world the building of stonehenge was
started 5 000 years ago by the ancient britons whose tools were deer antlers
and animal bones nobody knows for sure why stonehenge was built it could have
been a temple a burial chamber or even have been used to plot the movement of
the sun and moon whatever its purpose stonehenge was very important to the
people of ancient britain who spent many years on its construction arthur
jackman s book brings you the story of stonehenge by way of a detailed list of
important facts at times going through a long book can be intimidating but
jackman cuts it down into 44 easy to understand facts for a girl or boy to read
we hope the facts about stonehenge will fascinate you and encourage you to
learn much more about this ancient and mysterious monument
1,234 Quite Interesting Facts to Leave You Speechless 2016-10-11 a collection
of facts on every imaginable subject for trivia buffs and information addicts
Fun Facts for Kids 2021-04-14 provides telling insights into american history
through scores of personality profiles anecdotes advertisements and more
includes sources and references for use in independent study
Exploring Japan 2023-03-26 this entertaining classroom supplement provides
students with an intimate view of the people and events that have shaped the
world activities will pique students interest and serve as a springboard for
discussion topics covered include ancient egypt the early olympic games life in
rome the mongols ancient china vikings the middle ages the titanic and more
reading passages are accompanied by fun quizzes puzzles logic problems to
reinforce learning an answer key is also included mark twain media publishing
company specializes in providing captivating supplemental books and decorative
resources to complement middle and upper grade classrooms designed by leading
educators the product line covers a range of subjects including mathematics
sciences language arts social studies history government fine arts and
character mark twain media also provides innovative classroom solutions for
bulletin boards and interactive whiteboards since 1977 mark twain media has
remained a reliable source for a wide variety of engaging classroom resources
INDIA 2015-06-14 packed with over 1000 fun facts for kids this book will
astound the entire family includes random facts weird facts fun facts animal
facts space facts history facts and human body facts this book will keep any
child entertained for hours with enough amazing facts to last an entire year
this is by far one of the biggest funniest and best value bumper general
knowledge book for kids on the market amazing facts suitable for all ages even
the adults will enjoy these epic facts
The Huge Book of Fascinating Facts 2023-06-10 a dazzling third installment of



astounding new facts from the new york times best selling authors of 1 227
quite interesting facts to blow your socks off and 1 339 quite interesting
facts to make your jaw drop 1 411 quite interesting facts to knock you sideways
is a gold mine of wide ranging eye opening brain bursting nuggets of trivia
that s impossible to put down another treasure trove of factoids national
public radio weekend edition did you know orchids can get jet lag lizards can t
walk and breathe at the same time frank sinatra took a shower 12 times a day
ladybug orgasms last for 30 minutes there are 177 147 ways to tie a tie traffic
lights existed before cars the soil in your garden is 2 million years old
Stonehenge: 44 Fascinating Facts for Kids 2018-02-22 dolphins 43 fascinating
facts for kidsthis volume in the fascinating facts for kids series brings you
43 fun facts about dolphins susan harper s book shows you how dolphins live eat
and communicate with each other and much more reading a long book can often be
overwhelming for a young person but susan harper gives you important and
interesting facts about dolphins in 43 easy to understand segments with many
illustrations we are sure that the facts about dolphins in this book will
fascinate you and inspire you to discover much more about these remarkable
animals chapters the dolphin baby dolphins pods swimming hunting feeding
communication behavior
More Fascinating Facts 1979 amazing and fun facts for young girls and for the
young girls at heart in this book you will interesting little known facts about
girls and things that girls love get to know 535 amazing and fun facts about
disney princesses real life princesses important women throughout history
celebrities fun facts about your favorite girly activities makeup and fashion
candy and desserts jewelry stationery females in nature and so much more and
get to know about girls and their many wonderful talents and hobbies girls have
made many important and priceless contributions in history society fashion
science and technology the arts and many more without those contributions the
world might not be as the one we now live in without girls the world would ve
been a dark scary and untidy place this is why this book is here to celebrate
girls from all around the world after reading this book you will be proud to be
a girl why you may ask because girls are amazing period and that s a fact
Fascinating Facts from American History 1995 more than 1 200 facts on a wide
variety of subjects including art colleges comic strips diet animals laws
movies weapons and travel
Amazing Facts in World History, Grades 5 - 8 2003-01-01 interesting facts that
teach kids ages 8 to 12 all about world war ii was the second world war a
continuation of the first world war which countries had the best spies help
young learners find the answers to these questions and more in this close up
look at the largest conflict the world has ever known they ll learn how it
began who fought in it and the ways it affected lives all around the globe one
unbelievable fact at a time go beyond other world war 2 books with 175 amazing
things to know kids will step back in time and explore the history of world war
ii with q as true or false questions and more easy to share facts provide kids
with bite sized facts that are simple to remember and exciting to tell their
friends and family a complete overview young learners will examine how the war
started the new ways it was fought the effects it had on the lives of ordinary
people and more make learning about history easy with this top choice in books
about world war 2
1001 Fun Facts For Kids! 2017-03-17 explore vietnam with this fun and
educational book exploring vietnam fascinating facts for young learners is a
great way to introduce children to this incredible country s diverse culture
and beauty from ancient landmarks and wildlife this book is full of fascinating
facts and beautiful illustrations about vietnam that will keep young minds
engaged and entertained perfect for young history and geography enthusiasts
this book is full of interesting facts that will captivate and inspire young
readers you will visit different cities in vietnam such as hanoi nha trang and
the lào cai province we will also look at some vietnamese phrases see the
beauty and wonder of vietnam today
1,411 Quite Interesting Facts to Knock You Sideways 2015-10-26 you know latter
day saints don t have horns but do you know how that rumor got started do you
know which country s population has the highest percentage of latter day saints



and did you know that president monson didn t like pizza no matter how well you
know your religion you re bound to find some surprising trivia about latter day
saints in this fun collection of fascinating facts
Dolphins: 43 Fascinating Facts for Kids 2016-02-03 brings history to life with
stories from the dawn of history to the 1990s features topics for papers or
discussion and bulletin board ideas
Amazing Facts for Girls: Fun Facts and Trivia - Everything Girly 2019-03-29 the
international space station or iss is the largest ever manned object to be put
into space the iss orbits the earth at a speed of 17 500 mph 28 000 kph taking
just 90 minutes to complete a journey round the planet karen wright provides
you with a detailed list of important facts about the international space
station including why and how it was built how the astronauts aboard the iss
live for long periods in space and what the future holds we are sure that that
you will be fascinated by the facts about the international space station in
our book and that you will be encouraged to discover even more about this
incredible and important spacecraft
Fascinating Facts 1977 bursting with fascinating facts for impressing friends
parents grandparents and teachers perfect for curious children everywhere
World War 2 Q&a 2021-08-24 in this book you re going to learn more than you
learnt from all your high school teachers combined it s full of interesting
information that you can whip out in any conversation you ll never be lost for
words and always have the perfect ice breaker you do not have to worry about
boredom with the facts between the covers of this book you will entertain
everyone from kids to adults who might be surprised to learn something new
Exploring Vietnam 2023-05-27
250 Fascinating Facts about Latter-day Saints 2023-04-17
Wildlife Quiz and Amazing Facts 2018
Of Many Times and Cultures 1992-12-01
The International Space Station: 52 Fascinating Facts for Kids 2018-06-12
Amazing Facts Every 9 Year Old Needs to Know (Amazing Facts Every Kid Needs to
Know) 2021-10-14
Fun Fact for Kids 2021-04-12
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